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HTM 6500iB Room Unit 

 

iButton operation. 
Attending a call – when attending a call, place the iButton on the reader, the unit will beep, remove the 
iButton, the unit will flash a GREEN light. The system will now ‘log in’ that iButton as attending. 
When finished attending, press the reset button, the unit will beep and flash a RED light. The system will 
clear the event and ‘log out’ that iButton’s identity. 
Multiple staff can be in attendance at one time, each staff member must log in with their ibutton, when 
finished attending the last member of staff to leave press’s the reset button, and the unit will beep and 
flash a RED light. The system will then clear the event and ‘log out’ the attending iButton identitys. 
 
Night visits – when doing the night checks, place the iButton on the reader, the unit will beep, remove 
the iButton and the unit will flash a green light press the Reset button within 3 seconds, the unit will 
beep and flash a RED light. The system will now record a ‘Visit’ with that iButton’s identity. 
 
Buttons. Orange = Patient Call, Red = Emergency, Yellow = Assistance, Grey = Reset. 
 
Socket 1 Is for the connection of accessory triggers and monitoring devices which can be connected to 
trigger the following events dependant on the accessory adaptor, Patient Call, Accessory and Automatic 
monitoring. An example of a Patient Call or an Accessory Call would be with a finger switch or floor Mat. 
The Automatic bed/chair occupancy monitoring function is for applications such as bed/chair occupancy 
monitoring. Connect the monitoring device to Socket 1 using the HTM6021 accessory lead.   
Place occupant in the bed/chair. After 15 seconds the unit will bleep and is armed. If the resident leaves 
the bed for 2 seconds the unit will send an accessory event.  
This function can also be used for monitoring other devices such as bed weight sensors. 
 
Socket 2 Is for the connection of either a HTM6017 single button lead with reassurance light or a 
HTM6018 two button pear push lead with reassurance light and light switch.  


